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FROM THE EDITOR

-11.!4 This Issue of:Information Update focuses entirely on
classroom instruction. In an effort to balance our
Offerings, we solicited articles related to both basic

%ot education and _English language instruction (we
Af published an article in the June 1989 Update on

native language literacy) and have attempted to
1;1171t integrate, some theoretical perspectives with well-

gionxided classroom practice.

The lead article for this issue is written by Francis
1Cazeinek. a professor- of Education at Eastern
Washington University in the state of-Washington.
Weasked Professor Kazemek to provide is with -an-
overview of his understanding of the "whole
language" way of teaching reading. We thought it
would be helpful to the field to have access to a
clear and thorough description of the "princiPles" of
Whole language. teaching, as well as to get some
feel- for how those "principles" might'-be translated
into, practice.

Our intention in publishing Kazemek's article is not
to stoke the fires of the "great debate" between the
adherents-6f a _Phonics-based approach and those
who Support a meaning-based one, but rather to
clarify, for those who are interested, what makes
Up a whole language perspective.

Some critics of the whole language philosophy tend
to liken it to a look and say" or "whole word"
method, or -.mistake a particular activity used by
whole language teachers, such as Language
Experience, to be the embodiment of the whole

.___ language way of thinking and doing in the
classroom. We hope that Kazemek's article will
dispel some of the misconceptions held by
practitioners and others, and will lead to a more
accurate understanding of whole language teaching.

In describing the whole language. philosophy.
,Kazemek's -article talks about the social nature- of
language and learning. Indeed, the environment or
community in which people learn is an integral
part of the teaching and learning process. In her
article:Melody Schneider, a site advisor at the New
York Public Library's Centers for Reading and

9 Writing, explains how building a community of
0 learners works, and how it contributes to teaching
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and learning.

When many of .us were in grade school, the
teaching of -writing was viewed- as an activity
separate from :other vehicles of expreSsion and-
communicatiott. It was taught as a separate- skill
unrelated to the teaching_of reading. There was an
emphasiS. on learning the mechanii:s -of the
language - identifying parts of speech. diagramming
-sentences, providing the appropriate punctuation -
and not much attention was plated on the
thoughts and-ideas we wished to express. Through
the work of Peter Elbow, -Donald Graves, Lucy
Calkins, and others, the focus- is now on the
process -of -writing and what the anthOr wants to:
say. Helen Slivka, an instructional facilitator at
the Board Of Education's adult literacy program.
captures the richness of the writing prbcess in an
engaging "conversation" with several BEand_ESOL
teachers in her Region. The article is both.
reflective and practical, and yields much which will
be helpful to teachers in the classroom.

The needs of ESOL and BE students are
understandably quite different. These learners are
placed in separate classes to address their different
needs. But are the philosophy and teaching
strategies of BE and ESOL teachers so terribly
different? Dan Rabideau and Sara Hill of -the
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Literaty Assistance Center see some important
parallels between literacy and second language
acquisition, and feel that the divisions between the
-two disciplines may not be aS great as-one might
think.

Otir last article is written by Nelson Denis, a
teacher working with young. adults at GrosVenor
Neighborhood HouSe. Denis uses the genres of
drama and playwriting iii exciting and creative
ways to encourage reluctant young writers.

This-issue of information Update was developed by
a newslettei committee, Sara Hill, Joan Pleune and
Dan Rabideau of the Literacy Assistance Center.
I would like to thank them-for-their help.

CLEARINGHOUSE HOURS

Wednesdays:
2:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

First Saturday of each month:
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Other times by appointment

For information, call:
Dan Rabideau or Sara Hill at
(212) 267-5309

Literacy Assistance Center
Phone Numbers

General: (212) 267-5309

Referral: (212) 267-6000

Black History Month

February is Black History Month. PBS VIDEO
haS compiled a list of specially selected
program titles that relate to Black History;
Some of the titles available are listed below.
For prices and additional information, contact
PBS VIDEO at 1-800-222-5796 or write to
theth at 1807 West Sunnyside, Chicago,
Illinois 60640:

The American Adventure...
Agitation and-Compromise
Crisis of Union
A Frightful Conflict

The American Experience...
Ida B. Wells: A Passion for Justice
That Rhythm, Those Blues
Underground Railroad

Black Magic
A Day to Remember: August 28, 1963

At the Literacy Assistance Center

At the Literacy Assistance Center, we have a
limited number of copies of the Chelsea
House biography series, Black Americans of
Achievement, including Marcus Garvey,
Langston -Hughes, Sojourner Truth, and Nat
Turner. In addition, we have various titles
from the African-American Images Series and
some,source books.

We also have some videos available for
short-term loan:

Eyes on -the. Prize series
Story o. jlish/Black English
Roots
Native Son
Malcolm X
The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pitman
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Whole Language and Adult Literacy Education
:by Francis E. Kmemek

It seems- that wherever we look In the
Professional' literature these days we,.see articles
and references to "whole language." 'Many K-12

,teacherf-are pradticing; or trying to practice. whole
language strategies their classrooms. Publishers
are -developing and promoting a wide-range- of
whole language (or. -at least, supposed- whole
language) reading/language arts materials. And
_now Whole language :is finding -its way into the
ark& literacy program. What -exactly is "whole
language and what does it mearr-for adult literacy
_education? My purpose, in this :short article is to
-*Seat some -underlying principles -which support
Whole language teaching and learning and to
,eiplOre briefly the practical- implications of these
principles- for the adult classroom.

Contrary to a common misunderstanding.
,

Wholelanguage-is not an-"approach" or a "method."
Ins not a Seiof practices which-all instructors' and
'students -dUtifully follow. There are. no Whole
-language instructors' guides with lists of skills and
ape_cific: sequendes to be-folloWed.

Rather, whole language is a_ way of looking
-at bow people, both children and adults, learn and
=Use- oral and- written-language. It is a particular
perspective about language teaching and learnhig:
it- is a theoretical orientation. a "philosophy." if you

, Wit Let's look-;at the ,principles which underpin
this--philoatiphy.

Gmieral-Prinolples of .Holistic-
Language Education

First Principle: AU language, oral and
written, reflects cognitive, emotional. social. and
personal differences. Our language is what makes
us_ who and what we are. Since we are all
uniquely individual with-an almost infinite number
of different life experiences, our oral and written
language will-oftentimes reflect those differences.

Second -Principle: AU language, oral and
t4,rittert, is social as well as personal. Although_ we
are all unique individuals, we are also social
beings. We develop our langnage in a, myriad
number of different social contexts. We learn to
speak and-listen-as we interact with other people,
and:we, likewise, -learn to write and read as we

-connect with other writers and readers.

Third Principle: Written language has its
roots tit oral language. Vygotsky. a- noted- Russian'
psychologist, points out that oral language is
"natural" in the sense that it -is spontaneous,
invoiuntariy, and nonconscious. No one "teaches"
Us -how to aPeakanctilisten: we just do. 'Written
language, on-the other hand, abstratt. voluntary,
and conscious. We beeline literate by building on,
and connecting to our-developed oral language.

These three principles lead to- related
principles-of teaching and learning.

noureft-PrbUiple: Instruction must build on
and conned to an individual's life and language
experiences. Unless Studenti_caknialre the
between their- own language. and experiences, and
those in the texts they are attempting to read and

.te, they will encoUnterdifficulty and frustration.

F(fth Principle: The four kingucige modet.-
listening. speaking. -reading and Writing; are
mutually suppOrtive and must not -be artificially-
separated, The four language modei Mt-at be
integrated during- instruction: oral language: -
supports reading -and- writing; reading- exposes us
to- a wide variety of. styles, formats. -and
-conventions: -writing helps us experience hoW
authors put texts-together:

Sixth Principle: Oral and written language
experiences must be purposeful, fimetioncil, and real
Reading and writing activities in the adUlt 'literacy,
claaardom finial be for real purposes le.g. to
entertain, to convince. to explore, to express
oneself, and SO on). 'Dummy runs" arid-"practice-
exercises" (foreacarnple, various workbook actiyitles):
which are not authentic uses-of language mutt be
avoided. Thus, complete and-whole-texts must be
used for reading (for example. whole stories.
complete newspaper articles, recipes, and so on)

11111.11111..



and for writing (for example, whole letters to real
people, stories, reminiscences, directions, and so
forth).

Seventh Principle: Reading and writing,
like listening and speaking, proceed from -the whole
lo,,thepart Thus, for example, comprehension of
written texts leads to an awareness and knowledge
-olsound7symbor correspondences rphonics"). We
taxi only make Meaningful generalizations about
these correspondences after we undeittand what
-we've read, and not the other way around:
;Likewp:e. -the actual writing of meaningful texts
leads .a knowledge of grammar, spelling
-generalizations, and so on.

Eighth Principle: There -is no -set hierarchy.
Of skills or experiences which all folic must master
insecluenee. Reading and writing are cc inplex and
:in-many respects "all-at-once" kinds of ;processes:
they -cannot be broken down -'into tiny, isolated'
skill* which are -then taught hr a hierarchical and
linear manner.

Ninth-Principle: Readers and writers, even
-those who are very proficient, often cannot articulate
Or demonstrate specific skills or competencies. Our
language.cOmpetence is althost never captured by
our language Terformance; we always _know more
than we are able to display at any _given time.
Similarly, We-tan be quite competent readers and
-writers and still be unable to talk about reading
and writing. (For example. twould ask the reader
-to give ,mtaii-exaniple of a "digraph"? (' do it?
Well, - the "ea" in "breaor and-- the "ch" it -iin" are
digraphs. 'You_ may not know what a digraph -is,
but you Cam still read. Likewise, I might ask you
-to define "gerund" for me. Can't? Well, you use
_gerunds in your speaking and writing all the tiMe,
but yOU probably don't-laiow -that it is an "English-
.verbal- noun- ending-in- -int that hai the function
.of a substantive" -(e.g. 'working].)

Tenth Principle:: Assessment and evaluation
of whcirelanguage educatiOn must itself be holistic.
We cannot adhere to the .above nine principles and
then attempt to assess-an adult'S growth by using
some standardized or criterion-referenced test
-Which measures. isolated, partial, or pUrposeleSS
language skills. (Think of yourself as a proficient
language user and thengerund" example- deitribed
in the ninth principle !) To do so would be. like
evaluating the quality of an apple by using the
;standards-typically applied to oranges.

Whole Language Principles =
Whole Language Classroom

Let's look at hOw these principles- might
guide what we do in the adult literacy classroom.
The activities I describe below are not some
prescribed liSt to be followed: Rather, they are,
simply illustrative of how whole languagtPrinciples
might be used to develop meaningful teaching' and
learning scenarios. There are many different
strategies and sequeices that might be followed -in
a- whole language classroom. Again, it is the,
theoretical orientation or perspective which is
primary: the specific activities grow out of that.

Sustained Silent R

Adults who are becoming more proficient
with reading and writing need, to engage in
meaningful practice on- a regular, 'hopefully daily,.
-basis. The silent reading and rereading of self-
selected'materials- should begin and/or end each
claSs session; at the beginning, these silent reading-
sessions might last_ only 5 minutes ors°. The-text
should be something in which the adult
-interested; for example, it might be a Language
Experience (LEA) tod.which the adult-or thelass
dictated and- the instructor scribed, a book; poem,
magazine, _newspaper, and so on. (The instructor
might supply or help the student find appropriate
text.) The adult dOesn't have_ to be able to read-all-
the words. Similarly, a few minutes devoted to
sustained writing in a personal journal about
something that -happened that -day, one's feelings;
a topic Previously discussed in class, and so on
will help adults _experience how they can use
writing, to organize -and express their ideas and
emotions. Spelling.-grarninar, and punctuation,are
not Important in such writing. (Principles 1,, 4, 5,
6; 7; 8. 9)-

Prepared Oral Reading as a Social Activity

Oral reading allows adults to experience the
rhythms, perhaps rhyme, and "feel" of written
language. All oral reading should- be a practiced
performcmce:after a good deal of silent-reading-and°
Oral rehearsal. Rehearsed- oral readings done _with
a partner or small group provide e individual
with support and peer models; thi

the
is especially

important for the adult who learning English as
a second language., There are many variations of
prepared Oral readings, for example, choral reading;
jazz chants, raps, poems -with alternating voices,



readers theatre. and so forth. Such reading
develops camaraderie. confidence. and an "ear" for
spoken texts. Again. the kinds of texts used are

=Many: LEA texts. poems, popular songs. folktales,
lists from newspapers. directions. recipes. and so
forth. (Principles 2. 3. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9)

Language Experience-Texts (LEA)

Group- composed and- dictated texts which
are scribed by the instructor are invaluable for
developing meaningful-reading materials, discussion
about aspects of reading and writing. explorations
Of society and the world. and group solidarity. The
Brazilian educator. Paulo Freire says that learning
to-read is really learning to read the world. Group
-.LEA activities allow adults to explore issues.
feelings.."dangerous" ideas._and experiences among
themselves and:- then to translate their oral
language into a written_ text. -The form that the
Written text takes is various: oral history. narrative.
Poem. song, letter to an editor or policymaker.
directions on how to do or make something. and so
'forth. The instructor is not onlyable-to serve as a
inodel by reading and rereading the text. but is
also able to point out the differences between oral
and written language. Moreover...through the LEA
process the instructor is able to gather informal
information about how individuals are developing
as readers and writers. (Principles: all)

Reading. Rereading and'Retelling PubliShed Texts

LEA is incomplete unless the students make
-connections between their own texts and other,
published texts. Thus. students' own Writing.
dictated or -otherwise. needs to be complemented
with a wide and rich assortment of other materials.
For example. a LEA text dealing with experiences
during, the Vietnam (or Korean or Second World)

-needs to be connected with a book (or
selection thereof).. article. and so on about the war.
A group poem about faded friendships needs to be
compared to one or more other poems about the
lost of friends. These connections foster a great
deal ,of reading and rereading (orally- and silently,
individually and with a partner or group) and.
importantly. retelling. Research has shown that
the more we retell what we have read the better we
underttand it.. Retellings can be as simple as-
'telling -someone else what you have read or jotting
down what the text means to you (what you "got"
out of it) in your journal: Retelling contributes to
-social interaction and also allows the instructor,
and-student. 'to assess 'how well the student is

constructing meaning from a particular text.
(Principles: all)

Strategy Instruction

Based upon the students' reading. writing,
speaking: and listening described above. the
instructor can-develop appropriate strategy, lessons:
these lessons deal with specific aspects of the
reading and writing processes that the adults need
to further develop. For example., the instructor
-might model how conscious use of background
knowledge. context,, and understanding of sound -
symbol correspondence. usedtogether.- can -help -a
reader make a pretty good guess at an unknown
word. Or the instructor -might demonstrate how
reading in "chunks" instead of word -by- word-tends
to -improve comprehension. Or, with regard- to
writing. s/he-might explore with-the students'how
some kind of visual sketch. map. or organizer-can
help us gather and arrange four -ideas before we
begin to write. The -important thingsabout
strategy lestons are that they follow from and build
upon what adults are actually doing with language
-anct that they are only intro:It-iced when needed.
(Principles 4,'7, 8. 9. 10)

Informal Assessment-

Holistic teaching and learning requires holistic
means of assessing stud_ ents! developing proficiency
with written language. Such assessment. by its
very nature, is informal ancLon-going; moreover. it
is- something that both instructor and student do.
Ongoing, and- informal, assessment allows the.
instructor and student to 'document growth and to
plan for future instruction. Informal assessment

what
are various: keeping anecdotal records Of

-What a- student does in particular reading and
writing situations; listening to 'how 'a student-reads
different-kinds of :texts; haVitig an adult Mtiii to
her/himself read on tape; conferencing and talking
with an- adult -about her reading and Writing. that
is. difficulties. efficient strategies. personal goals.
types of texts s/he needs or wants to' read and
write. and so on; .preparing a checklist of specific
things that you and the adult want to accomplish
during a specific time period; collecting samples of
the adult's reading (perhaps on tape. using some
type of miscue analysis) and writing and charting
.growth over time: All assessment. as Kenneth
,Goodman observes. should let the instructor and
student know what they are doing and why they
are doing it.. (Principle '10)
(Continued on page 7)
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Building a Community of Learners
by Melody, Schneider.

Students and -tutors iri our adult learning
'centers at The New York Public Library- frequently
-talk abOilt the -Viondeiful community _atmosphere.
The strong -sense of community, they say, makeS it
a great ,place tO learn. Hearing that so often, staff
began talking about this issue. From our
discussions ,a couple of questions were formed:
"How- did this sense of commUnitY develop ?" and
"What does community have to do with ,readin
and writing,inatenction?"

We-started to find answers by talking with
our students _and tutors. We asked them to
describe what happened at the Centers that made
Ahem a community. We conducted a survey with
our tutors to learn more about their feelings and
needs. And, while 'sharing the survey results at
Soffit ABE conferences, we asked Our audiences of
students and-educators what conimttnity Meant to
them. From -all- the responses we gathered., some
consistent themes emerged:

A coinmunity,ia a place where:people come
together for common reasons, a -place where you
_feel safe and Can take risks. Power should be
shared and knowledge valued. Dialogue, respect
and high levels of comfort and' security are vital.

With this In mind we looked at our next
question: "What does community have to do-with
readingtand.N.Triting instruction?" We know that
reading and-writing are not passive activities. They
involve dialoguecand experimenting with langUage.
.As. instructors we also know that .readers and
Avriters need to share in the:decisions about what
they read and write, and that their-knowledge is
important since it helps create the meaning of the
text. So a learning center-where power is shared
and.knoWledge-valued, where it's safe to take risks
and:experiment With language, and where dialogue
is encouraged, must eventuallycnrich reading and
writing instruction.

But how-ia community created?

Our basic .program philosophy is student-
Centered and that is reflected in all areas of
instruction. Froni the time new students walk in
the door they are involved in the detision making.
To get them started, we: designed an intake process

that involves more than a placement test. New
students are given an opportunity to reflect on
their goals, share their learning experiences and
begin to 'evaluate their strengths, and_irealmesseS.
We ask them to think about -their role as "student"
and what they Want' to 'learn. New students begin
to see that dialogue is encouraged, and their needs
are important.

Often new students will join new tutors in
a practicum--" our tutor training. The practicum is
designed. to model how tutors and -students can
work as collaborators. Together they read, write,
and' share philosophies and strategies.. They
discuss- their respective roles. Everyone let* the
same information. -and -some of 'the 'mystiqUe of
"instruction" is uncovered. Participants finish the
practicum knowing that they aren't alone. When-.
they join their tutorial group there will be familiar
faCes around.

"Student orientations _also serve- as -an,
introduction to -the center. Small groups ofneW
students Meet -to ahare their goals, -and talk about
reading and writing. Students currently in- the
program are involved in many. wayS. They may
plan the orientation, or _spend a part of the time
sharing_their experiences and answering questions.
Orientations introduce new students to the
community, and current students are able to Share
their expertise.

Tutorial groupS can be made up of One tutor
and 3 -5 students,. or 2. tutors and, many
students. They can be formed based on similar
reading and writing levels or on-coannorlinterests..
These groups make up the larger --Center
community. Instruction 'begins with group
members collaborating to identify both group and
individual goals. Together they negotiate how
lesson time Will be spent. There are reading
,materials` displayed everywhere - readily available
for broWsing or -borrowing - and students choose
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their own 'bookS. The groups may spend time
'talking- about -how to _select books and they learn
hoW their knowledge of a topic can help them read.
Studenta also chooge -writing topics, and are
encouraged to 'experiment with language rather
than, to concentrate ori., spelling. They share and
Pie feedback and learn that they, have thin& to,
offer -each other. The instruction encourages
-dialogue and risk taking.

Building -the community should not only
involve students, but tutors as well. Our tutors act
as models -and .facilitatorS, and- participate. in
learning. They read and write along with their
Students and share strategies. They are
encouraged -to grow along with ,the students. They
keep dialogue journals with Staff in _which they can
reflect on the lesson's, ask for -assistance or give
their suggestions. Staff designs inServiccs based
on Whirs' interests and needs in the same way
:tutors design lessons based on the students' goals.
The :Most important thing we learned from our
tutors- was that being .askect to share their feelings
and observations made them feel more -involved:
and more vested in-the .community.

Students and tutors will point to two events,
-that- epitomize -our community: our whole-program
-reading and writing workshops; and Learning
CelebrationS which coincide with publication-of the
lateat student joUrnals.

For' whole-program workshops, the
individual tutorial groups join together and pool-
theirknoWledge. In the writing workshops we
focua On one aspect of writing. It might be sharing
strategieS for topic selection or we may read our
writing and discuss sharing and giving feedback.
But we all work together and everyone's knowledge
la. valued. We reaffirm our common, goals as
readers -arid writers and ,extend the dialogne
beyond the small groups.

Learning celebrations are the high points of
the year. Wetake incredible pride in our work arid
this is the time when we recognize our endeavors.
Everyone is involved in planning the evening. We
celebrate both individual achievements and- our
acconiplishments.as a community. A wide variety
of writing is collected and ptiblished in the Center's
"Journal," andlhe authors are anxious to see the
finished ,prOduct. Families and friends join,: us.
NeW writers read their stories, while other members
Might talk about the Center or their growth. The
'evening is topped off by a feast that we all share in
Intparing

Celebrations, workshops, orientations, goal-
setting...it isn't any one of these that creates -a
community. The feelings of community Stirdenta
and utora talk -about come -from them. The
instructional approach forma _a truidel-of people
Working together. From-that model people begin to-
share knowledge, feel comfortable,.inake decisions
and take risks on many levels. They forth
community.,

Hazemek (continued from page .5)

Conchision

The principles- f holistic language education
underpin a variety of classroom strategies and
activities. In this very brief overview I presented
ten, 'principles and -then described how these
principles might be translated into actual. '`

claSsroom practice. Those who would' like more
detailed information might want 'to do some
additional reading. A good place tnstart would'be
with:

Kazemek, F.E. & Rigg, P. (1986). Tour poets:
Modern poetry in the adult literacy classroom."
Journal. of Reading, 30, pp. 218 -225.

Rigg P., & Kazemek, F.E. (1985). "For adults
only: Reading materials for adult literacy
students." Journal of Reading, 28, pp. 726-731.

Rigg P., & Taylor L. (1979). "A 21-year-old
learns ..to read." English Journal, 68, pp. 52-
56:

"Whole language" is not only important for
K-12 classrooms; it is necessary for a vital- and
Meaningful adult literacy classroom in which
:students and instructor learn and grow together in
a collaborative manner.
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Teachers Talk About Writing
by Helen Slivka-

Reeently four teachers met with-Me to talk
about how they faCilitatol.Vriting-ln their classes.
They are Harriet Bailer, who teacheS BE, Jane
-Ellis, Wendy_Lancourt and Joan sill, who are ESL
teachers: &hong the fair, there is an extensive

..---trange of experience with students at all levels in
both disciplines. I am Helen -Slivka, an
instructional 'facilitator. We all work in Region 3,
N.Y.C. -Board of Education ABE/ESL/HSE Services.

Helen: Let's begin by talking about why writing is
z;. such an important part Of what you 46 with. your

Classes.

'Harriet: didn't plan to do ,a lot of Writing, but I
found -that BE4 stUdents like to write,hat they do
Well and thatit shows them they can do more than
they thought. It gives 'them a feeling of power, I
would: say. when they see their words; when they
read their words to each other and when they
respond to each other's writing. So It- ,almost was
for me that Writing begets writing.

Wendy: Writing is that perfect blend of a physical
act with a cognitive process. ESL students are
'forced, in a sense, to haVe a conversation in
English with themselves to arrive at some
production on a 'page. The struggle they go
-through. whith is a very internal struggle, helps
them to focus on the language. It is -.a very
creative outlet and the power of the creation is
within the stUderit. Harriet mentioned "power."
'I'm Vie/ committed to 'having students feel that
sense of power. Writing- is something they own. It
comes from them: it cannot be taken away.

Jane: I alsii see writing as part and parcel of the
whole process of learning a language. There was

. no conscious decision to teach writing or not to
teach writing: I never considered it to be an
isolated, activity. It was more that for adult ESL
students, even for beginning students that I teach,
writing was-as much a part of whatthey would be
doing' as speaking and listening.

-Helen: How do you begin to get- students writing?
What haaworked for you? What hasn't?

Jan First, I want to agree with Wendy and Jane

that writintis really necessary to_ help- &hill ESL
-students -improve lheir English. -rim been'teaching
the advanced level in the daytime and-I've always
used writing activities because the students could,
speak more and read more and therefore could
write more.

Some of them really enjoyed 'writing about
personal experiences and memories. However,.
there were always. students in every class who-
didn't like to write. We always published a
magazinoof student writing at the end' ofthe year
and soMoatuderits didn't contribute to it. When
Betty Gcittfried and Corii Bum did their series of
workshops in-our region on the writing proceis. I,
found many ideas that could encourage studentslO
write. Now students keep journals -in which: they
write every day. In class, the only pretini:site is
that they write in English: although I do/Say that
if They want to write everyday at home in their
native language, that is good too. I '.4intay want
them to develop facility in writing. /And it works.
Everyone writes now.

Another activity that works well' is an exercise'
that I learned froin Gay Brookes in a writing course
at Columbia. Students are asked to write
"somethinrusing five wordsithat are written on
the blackboard. The first Words were: weekend,
bright, dessert, -flowers, whole. After -writing for
about fifteen minutes they Met in groups of four (4)
and 'listened` to each piece:Of writing and told what,
they remembered, what they liked, 'what was
confusing. and What- they'd like to mote- about.
The general -feedback was that they enjoyed the
activity - most of all the different ways in which
people used the same words. Some wrote
sentences, .some paragraphs, one wrote definitions,
a couple wrote stories.

Harriet: "I feel very strongly about the teacher
writing with students. It creates a feeling of of

. .
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cooperation of'everyone working together. It gives
them a quiet time in which they can get their
thoughts- out.

We do our thinking as a class. We
.brainstorm for ideas and everybody has something
:in Mind before.they startwriting. What' also have.
,dOrie, ,literature and writing, is read an
-eircerpt. with a theme in Mind: For example, I
recently read something from- Auden about
encountering a snake. The discussion was about
experiences In life that were unexpected., What
-exciting and sOmetimes, unfortunate experiences
they had had! And, of course they were able to

--write' about them.

Helen: What about your literacy class?

Harriet 'In the literacy class, which meets six;
hours. a week, it's _a struggle because it takes a
:great deal. of time to get a student to write a
sentence. For myself, that was not what I wanted
to do with writing. The.best thing that I'found was
to have them talk into a tape recorder. I would
transcribe. it and they would read it back. It
seemed to me to give more importance to their
skills. Here they had paragraphs to read and more
substance.,

Vane: What try. to do in planning is always to
make sure, that everything is related to a writing
activity. Froth the very beginning I use pictures
from magazines. Students have a chance to look
-at a picture in their group, work through it and
pool what they know. The secretary writes words,
Phrases, maybe some simple sentences that come
from the group. This is shared with the whole
claSs and all the pictures and stories are posted in
the room for students to refer to and look at; so

- .the-class is-,orpanding-vocabularyi and structure.
Even beginning- introductions are turned

into interview situations that students write up.

Wendy: When I, first began to teach I saw writing
as anything that was written down. I still believe
there's- some validity to that. Whatever you write
is writing because the same kinds of thought
processes are necessary for anything beyond simple
copying. But the niarilpulation of language, the

-capturing of language a Wonderful thing' to
behold - that someone. finally gets the tiger by the
tail and- is -able to have her work reflect her true
thoughts.

I'm working with level 2 - high beginners -
now. We do language experience activities very
often. We come together and think about a shared
experience. For example, we talked about

HalloweezOust passed. The reality of-Halloween in
the city lias become something .dark - an excuse
for violence that disturbs the students. We
projected Halloweeri into the 21st century:
Students produced a lot of sentences that seemed
to come froin personal experiences and from their,
underlying fears- over ,what goes on in their
neighborhood. The sentences were written on
strips and then in groups:students arranged the
sentences and found- their own ,order. I always
supply blank stripS so groups can fill in what-is
missing or add something they -feel is important.
A representative reads their -final version and me
is selected by 'the .class. for publication in the
regional newsletter.

Pictures are irriportant, too. I use art postcards
front riniseums and evocative pictures to stimulate
writing. A group will have 3 or 4 pictures that
must be related through a story. I used one
picture of some Sonth *African miners that was
stark but very effective. One of them had A little'
whistle around his 'neck and that led _to a lot of
discussion projecting why he might be wearing a
whistle and further what life in,South Africa is like,
for a young blabk man.

Helen: I noticed that picture and the students'
writing on the bulletin board. You all use
newspapers and "real" reading material with your
classes.

Jane: I will bring in a newspaper picture and put
it on the board with simple questions. 'Students
help each other to answer the questions. After the
recent' hurricane, I asked them to bring in pictures-
from any newspaper - English or Spanish. We put
all the pictures on the board and they were able to
-talk about the hurricane from the ,pictures. A
secretary recorded 'their sentences and that was
their story. I did, the same thing with the
earthquake and they just took off.

Joan: We read newspaper articles and use them to
write opinion pieces. r also use literature, poetry,
and .short stories to stimulate writing. Sometimes
students write their own poems. They're
wonderful.

We just read one of a new series of stories from
New Readers Press called 'The Race." was timely
because it -was just before the New York City
marathon and the-main character is-a young man,
who loves to run. He can't find work that he
wants to do because he doesn't speak English.
Two wonderful things happened. The students
were able to read the whole book quickly and
understand it easily. The next day they wrote



about: tics experiendes and feelings.
My students also enjoy learningsongs. The

lyrics are poetic and they have suggested songs like
"Sound of. Silence" and "El Condor Pasa" for us to
study,and- learn,,in class.

Helen: -Harriet,_ your students haVe produced a lot
ofpoetry. How does1t happen?

Hcirriet: We startNby reading poetry. Many of the
poenis are by famous poetsbut some are-l*former
students. Each person picks a poexii to read
-aloud. They look at it and listen to it. I never
taught technique, but I found that many studentS
who had never-written a poem before, once they
started and had something 10 say, were able to
.compress it in a small .amount of space.

The summer of '88 we read a whole novel
'as a class project - Stan. It was a big project even
though it wasn't a .big book because it meant that
peoPle had to be there often enough to keep up
with each chapter. It was a commitment and it
worked. We.read, we discussed and then we wrote
letters to Torii Morrison. The students loved Sukt;
they tinderstocid it and they learned-a novel doesn't
have to be intimidating. The-bonus was' that; Toni
Morrison answered a couple. of letters. We're
reading The Pearl by JOhn Steinbeck In my
afternoon,class. That" book evokeg such responses.
Students are able to discuss it and write about
their feelings.

I encourage students to write responses to
each others' work. Written responses give
permanence to their reactions. I remember how

.

-important those little bits of paper were for me
when1 was in the Lehman Writing Project.

Wendy: I also encourage students to inform each
other of-things-via written messages. This can-be
in the form of a memo - short, telegraphic
messages - but it is a written communication. It
Must be read, understood and responded to. An
activity that has been very successful involves
using calculatoror Cash register tape. I started to
pass around a-roll for students to write comments
on about an activity. At first, They were very
generapin the "It was nice" or "It was interesting"
category but then students began to,comment and
respond to what others had written on the roll ,and
we- began to get reported speech, "He said..." etc.
We were doing work on Columbus Day - ,using the
IRCA (Immigration Reform & Control Act) material.
We started to talk about what kind of guy
Columbus was. I was trying from the little bit of
text we had read to project character. I passed
around a roll.of tape and students wrote. It was a
-fun activity and non-threatening because the tape

is narrow and there's a sense one is not Writing-a-
lot. Students read what is on the tape, add .their
contributions and pass it on. It'd a kind offocusedi
class journal.

Helen: Have you been successful with individual
joinnals?

Wendy: Individual journals at the beginning ESL,
level, are difficult. A piece of blank paper.seems to
defeat students.,

Jane: I haven't been successful -with individual
journals, either. Maybe I haven't persisted enough.

Helen: Both of you are very successful at getting
your students to Write individual pieces: They are
not just producing group writing.

Jane: When we have a theme such as Women's
History Month, they talk about women who have
had an impact on their lives. It begins-with family
members,-but it grows to include other women they
know or wcmen they know about 'whose lives have
touched- them in some perSonal way. I ask them
to select one woman, find out what they can about
her and then in class they write.

Individual writing also comes, out of talking
about their own lives and common experiences -
why they came to the U.S.; hoW they felt; who
helped them; what obstacles they encountered

Wendy: ....a loved one, a good experience, a bad
one.

Helen: How do you--deal with errors in students'
writing?

Joan: Students work- in small groups and respond
to each other's writing, asking for clarification, even
pointing out grammatical errors. Some students
only want me to correct. I meet with ,a student
and point out or underline an error. The student
then has to make the correction. It takes a great
deal of time and patience. Students write everyday
for at least half an hour - proofreading, revising,
rewriting.

Harriet: Many errors are- due to carelessness rve
found. So I encourage students to reread and look
for errors. In the advanced class I deal with
common errors in their expoiitory writing as
teaching guides. Generally, I respond to the
content of student writing,

mane: There are a lot of errors in ESL 1. With
group writing, circulate and say "I see a spelling



error" or "a grammar error." It-takes time but they
can usually find'it. We use Longman dictionaries
arid they, help.

With individual writing; sometimes I" pair
students to help each other with connections, but
usually I conference with a student. It can be an
informal conference. As I'm walking around and
reading, I will point and say, is this Coned?" or
"Something is missing:" With some studentsI need
to find' out what it is they want to say, and help
thein find the language'.

Wendy: I focus on those errors-which detract from
comprehension. I permit invented spelling but
,slowly as-we move, along, some examples of errors
will be set up' on the 'board.. i.e. ;change y to i
before, es.

Student/teacher conferences can be done in
different WayS. 'Simply saYing 'That's an interesting
beginning"; "Can you think of something else you
wan!: to say," is a confeienee. It may be for
.sentCnees -which are unintelligible and where the
student struggles to get the message through.
Sometimes -it's a very different message from what
I imagined.

We do a lot of _peer editing, too. I call it
"Three Editors in Search of an Author." Injp:roups
of four, three students,. function as editors; One is
Ahe-author. Of course, the roles rotate. Everyone
has a copy of the writing which the-author reads.
Tht mandate is-to work on mechanics, of course,
but also to work on organization, additions,
deletionS. The author always has final say.

This takei a lot of time but students see the
need in writing for accuracy, for correctness. I
think, it may be' the only way to help reduce
fossilized errors. They see the need to change.

-Helen: 'Finally; can you` assess-how writintimpacts
on student progress in other areas?

Joan: I had a student who .had hearing and
pronunciation problerris. Writing became a primary
source of communication for her. She kept a
journal all the lime. She even wrote at her part-
time factory job when there were lull's. People
thought she was an Investigator because-they saw
her writing so much. .

Two other women had to take entrance
exams for college. These are difficult but they
reported that they felt they had done fairly well
because of the amount of writing we. had done in
class.

I've fotind that students' oral fluency is,
improvedcand their language is richer. When they
and a particular expression or phrase which really

expresses what they want to ,say in writing, it
becomes internalized and they use it in speaking
also. There's a connection for sure between
reading and writing. What they have read carries
over into what they write and vice-versa. Writing
is essential.

Harriet: I can't really measure the transfer from
writing to reading. but I am -.-certain that when -a
student writes something that is well received it
gives her a wonderful feeling, of confidence., INt
>seen that glow and'it lasts.

When we publish students' writing in the
newsletter or in class booklets, they love it and so
do I. I only wish wecould do a more.professional
job of publishing.

Jane:. I think the writing enriches their language,
and provides another.medium in which to express
themselves and because*, they're- always sharing
they learn a -lot from each, other. We read other
students' writing; and they are excited when their
writing is published. One quick story. Wetake a
lOt-of tripS. Recently we' went to the J.1,11. and one
student copied a quotation of Perez de Quellar and
wrote about it. She said it was a proverb to-her.

Wendy: I agree that writing impatts on their
speaking and their listening as well. The dynamicS
of peer editing provide them with very real
opportunities for functional speech - asking
questions, negotiating for meaning, clarifying. They
are holding real conversations' related to their own
work - a piece ofiiiiting in English:

'It takes time. There's no "Eureka," but little
pathlays are slowly made in every direction.

Helen: Thank you all for -this) thoughtful, rich
conversation:
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Parallels in Literacy and Second Language Acquisition
Sara Hill & Dan. Rabideau

Many Basic Education arid English-as-a-
Second Language teachers. talk about gap in

!`;f-i-InfOWledge about each other's field. This comes in
Part from an_artificid- separation-between the two
groups of "teachers, created when programs are
funded to prMride either ESL or BE services.
However, the boundaries between. ESL and BE are
fast becoming blurred. Many non- native speakers
of English are in BE programs- and conversely,
Mai* ESL Students have literacy needs in their
first language. What's _problematic in this ,division
is that- teachers-in one field can learn a great deal
from teachers in the other,. and while there are
differenceS in students' needs, many instructional-
strategies are applicable-in-both fields.

There-are primarily two trends- in Second
language teaching-and in literacy instruction. The
methodological differences can (however
sirnplistically" be dravin between a Granunaticat
Syllabus and Cornmuniaitive Approaches in,ESOL
and between Discrete Skills and Whole- Language
aPproaches in literacy. This article- will examine
'Communicative ESL theory and Whole Language
theory, because they share many underlying
.assumptions. Primarily, they see speaking,
reading, and writing as communicative,acts rather
than sets of discrete skills.

Communicative ESL theory expints hoW
people acquire a second language, in ways similar
to what we know, so far, about first language
acqUisition. This is different from learning
language, which implies- learning the rules of the
language. Sintlarly, Whole Language theory
(drawing on what we know, so far, about literacy
acquisition and cognition) implies 'a more
'interactive' model for literacy instruction, e.g.,
learners,don't wait to learn a group- of sounds to
begin' reading and writing; rather, they learn the
sounds while engaged in reading and writing for
communicative .purposes.

Krashen (1985) suggests that given enough
"comprehensible input," adults can learn a second
language. The key word is "comprehenSible." To
just listen to native speakers is not helpful,
because all that incomprehensible input becomes
just so much noise. Try watching a television
program in a language you are totally unfamiliar
with. We may try to understand tile plot as we
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would while watching a silent movie, but we seem
to "turn off' the auditory part of 'it. Al)erson with
no 'knowledge of Japanese could watch the
Japanese Broadcasting Station for many days, and
probably not learn -more Than a word or two. On
the other hand, someone with a -basic knowledge
of Japanese, might expand that knowledge. by
viewing Japanese4angirage programs.

An analogy to "comprehensible input" in-literacy
seems to be that of "schema theory". According to
Anderson and Pearson (1984) schema are "...
abitract knoWledge structure(s)" Which-all people
have and which develop to ,process the great
amount of information encountered in everyday life.
How :elaborate schema- become dependS,
-overridingly, on life experiences. This theory is
significant When teaching reading to students who-
have limited or different background schema. For
example, having a collection of print material
whose -content is unfamiliar to students will
probably not help students to improve their
reading. ,One way of drawing from or building
upon students' knowledge base is to use student-
dictated texts (the Language Experience Approach)
as the-basis for reading. These texts arebaSed on
the language that students use in discussingtopics
that are important to them. Because the dictated
stories come from si.ddente actual- conversations,
they provide a context for understanding aid are
easier to read.

Commercially- prepared texts can be used as
well. It is important, hcweyer, to provide, or
deinonstrate strategies to help students select
books. Students alto need' to do pre-reading
activitie's,such.,as a discussion of what they may
know about a text before they begin, and -make
predictions that can either be confirmed or
disconfirmed as they go along.

Stulents need to kpo* that -there are books
that they can read and that, like advanced-readers,
they need to find books that are meaningful to
them. AS an example, Jane (not her real name)
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,was a beginning readerbut she was trying to read
paperbacks_that were much too difficult. She never
got. very far- in any of them. She might spend a
week on a title and, get to page 3. Her teacher
began to _show her some of the high interest/low
readability books (books written for, an adult
audience,- but. at an easier reading level). Now she
found that She could read most of the words, and
she could "figure out" the rest, especially when she
had-selected abook that was interesting to-her. In
fact, she began-to read a lot more than she ever
had before.

Probably the most significant element
common to _both Cornmunicatiire ESL theory_ and
Whole Language -theory is that "they both strive for
"strident-centeredness." Krashen (1985) describes
the Affective IFIlteellypothes4 as a "mental block
that prevents acquirers from fully utiliAng the
comprehensible input that they receive for language
acquisitkin." Krashen alSo states (1983) that
"attitudinal variables relating to success in second'
-language -acquisition generally relate directly to
-language acquisition but not necessarily to
language learning." -(p. 37) In other words, the
'filter affects how well we communicate in the
language, not how much we can say about the
grammar:_ This filter has to do with -whether we
see ourselves as users of the new language, how
much we reconcile Ourselves to letting go, to a
certain extent, of our native language, and whether
we see ourselves as ,people mho, actually
communicate -in the hew language.

It's possible. that the "affective filter"
described by Krashen -also takes-its toll on-literacy
leathers. Particularly for learners who have had
negative experiences in school, the stress related-
to -reading and writing may create an affective filter
of its Own. Both Smith (1983) and Kline-11988)
suggest that one role of the teacher is to believe
that Students -can learn and to help students to
believe it themSelveS. As with language learners,
reading/Whting students need to see themselves
in- the role of readers and writers. This is done
primarily- in the course of a great deal of reading
.anct writing for a variety of purposes. Students
also need-to share their experiences and strategies
-with other readers- and writers in the classroom.
When teachers develop curricultim with the
Ainderstandintthatboth ESL and BE students are
not walking- into the classroom as blank slates,
that they have had experiences as voyagers,
'workers, parents and partners, then they can help
students to lower the- affective filter.

-Another way to loWer the affective filter-for
both -BE and-ESL learners is-to provide them with
successful experiences, so that they're not "on the

spot." We need to provide learners With a non
judgmental, supportive environment. In BE, we
can do this by responding initially to the content o-
what students write instead of the surface feature:
(the author rather than the writing). In 'ESL
teaching approaches like Total Physical: Response
allow -students to learn by listening rather than
having to produce correct language before they an
able. By not focusing on "correctness" and givini
learners room-to develop, we -may be able to-lowe
the affective filter.

All teachers have views on how students learn.
If the view of learning is that students leanil*
imitating, a 'perfect' model, the focUs will be more
on correcting errors than anything else. l& on the
other hand, the view is more developmental, where
students are reconstructing a rule system_ (e.g.,
syntactic or orthographic) -the focus will be less of
correction and- more on experimentation. In the
latter example, an-ESL teacher would -not' expect
students tobegin bjrproduting fully'develoiled and_
connected discourse. The teacher would provide a
scaffold or structure so-that students could.stari
with the language that they -have. The teacher
would -be able to expand on the students'
knowledge. The following example of teeter -talk-
( Krashed and Terrell, 1983,) -describe's the early
production of language for ESL Students. The-
teacher iS giving the students (Stu-dent reSpOpsestie
parefitheSes) -opportunities to -use their min-
_prbductiOn skills when they-are ready to volunteer
a response. The role of the teacher is not to
correct the language, butto respond to the content
of the-language.

Is there a woman in the picture? (Yes). Is there-
a man in the picture (No). Is the woman old,tr
young? (Young) Yes, she's young, but very ugly.
(Class-responds no, pretty). That's right, she's
not ugly, she's pretty. What is she uieti Mig?'
(Dress). Yes, she's wearing a dress. What color
is the dress? (Blue). Right, she's wearing a
blue dress. And-what do you see behind her?
(nee). Yes there are trees. Are they tall?
(Yes); And beside her is a (dog).: Yes a
large dog is standing to her right. (p. 79)

Similarly, in a developmental view of-a literacy
class, students are encouraged to use what they
know about reading and writing_and build on that.
The role of the teacher again, is not to correct-the
language, but to respond to the content and to be
a real audience for the student. Below is ari
example -of the writing of a beginning writer who
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has been encouraged to use what-he already knows
_ about Writing. The teacher provided scaffolding by

showing him: how-to use blank lines or 'temporary'
spelling for words he didn't know how to write.
(Completed-underlined words were supplied by the
teacher.)

Working at the Teiephone Company

iwinhavetofp ,w job
Wou pp call I hav to make _order* for
-teleph9nes -I may hav to go uot for the
maimger. I_ may hav to go uot -for.

I may have to f a uot palm

The teacher then asked the student to read
the passage to her and the teacher Tilled in the
_intorriplete Words when requested:

Direct instruction-has a- place in language
learning and in literacy, even_ though its transfer
to other contexts is not - clear. What seems,to be
extremely important is that any girilis work needs
to come from _observing- students' use of language
in,urdei for it to be-_appropriate to their needs.
The conclusion is thatwhile conventional. standard

__production iSagOal, learneri need,space.to develop
-While they are_reaching for that goal.

Tbefe is nothing mystical or magical about
the processes that go- -on in literacy or language
-learning. The trend toward separation and
specialization of the two fields is counter- productive
in- adult education Where lines-of demarcation are
ikequently blurred. Rather, we need to talk to

each -other and share experiences and expertise.
We need to learn about our students and how best
to address their needs.
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Literacy Assistance Center
Instructional Workshops

Spring 1990

Friday, February 16, 1990
2:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Teaching Students How to
Revise Their Writing

Friday, March 16, 1990
2:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Using Video- in ABE and
ESOL Classes

Friday, April 20, 1990
2:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Using Drawing in ABE and ESOL

Friday, May 25, 1990
2:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Integrative Learning- in ESOL

Friday, June 8, 1990
2:00 pm - 5:00 pm
New Macintosh Technology

At: Literacy Assistance Center
15 Dutch Street, 4th Floor
New York City

RSVP: Adele Porter
(212) 267-5309
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Teaching Writing Through the Arts
by Nelson Denis

I have been teaching drama anctplaywriting
in the New York City public schools, and at
Grosvenor Neighborhood House, for the past three
years. During this time. I have developed a set of
theatre games and writing exercises which build
writing confidence and interest. Some of these
derive from Viola Spo lln's ImprovLsatkn for the
Theatre and Meredith Sue Willis' personal Fiction-
Writing (available at Teaeliera & Writers
Collaborative in New York): some of them are my
own invention. Most of them are adaptable for
ages 10-17. The following is a sequential
-arrangement of some of these activities:

'1) "Talk" Session. As a get-acquainted activity on
the first day, we all talk about movies, plays,
books. and stories we liked. and why. At class
end. students write a 5-minute paragraph on
their favorite movie/play/book/story and hand
it in.

2) -"Oral" Storytelling. Students read the
previoui week's 5-minute paragraph to the rest
of the class. The class .then asks -questions
about -the paragraph and the student revises
her work to answer the questions posed by the
class.

3) Monologues. Students write their own 1-
minute monologue. We save the last 20
minutes for student volunteers to read their
monologues to the class.

4) Two-character Plays. Students pair up and.
for the first 20 minutes, they write a 1-minute
play for two characters. With the, remaining
time, studenti all come up and perform their 1-
minute play for the class.

5) "Free-associative" Plays. Students break up
into groups of 6 or 7, everyone with a pen and
paper. Within these groups, students write the
first line of a play, then pass the paper to their
right. Once the papers have gone around three
times, the "play" is complete. Each group then
reads their (often very humorous!) play to the
whole class.

6) "Team" Writing (2-day exercise). On Day #1,
we discuss and create a blackboard outline of
scenes for a full-length "play." At class end.

students write down this outline and "think" about
it for next week. On Day #2, the class breaks up
into groups. and each group writes one of the
scenes. At class end, each group reads their scene
of our full-length "play." NOTE: This "team written"
play can be the basis for an eventual class
performance, or it can be repeated to provide more
writing experiences for the clasc

7) "Sound Effects" Writing Exercise.

Materials: The teacher has prerecorded
approximately ten different sound effects in a
sequence which the teacherfeels might logically
occur In imagining a story. Suggestions for
sounds are: police sirens, a dog howling, a
body falling down the stairs, chains rattling
-and a baby ayfrig.

Students are asked to imagine a character.
The teacher then plays tile tape. stopping it
after each separate sound died. Each time a
sound effect is played, the student must write
something about his character in relation to
the sound effect. The exercise continues until
the student has written- a story which relates
each of the successive sounds to the character.

The overriding goal in all of these exercises
is to get the students writing in a free-spirited, non-.
judgmental setting. Towani this end, improvisation
and performance are a part of every exercise,
thereby linking the writing experience to the young
people's own innate sense of play.

These are some of my basic ingredients. When
I throw in a little enthusiasm, and a willingness to
be surprised. I always discover that there are
many writers out there with powers of observation,
imagination, and extraordinary stories to tell:

-)Nelson OeniS.. :r4iSt, :training:
writing °,to young .*t the 'Grosvenor ,;
-00,111;0100;1***,;k0010ent11014*64
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